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Abstract— The six-year implementation of the Mother  

Tongue-Based Multilingual Education has posed challenges 

to the implementing schools using non-dominant languages. 

One contributory factor was the limited provision of 

instructional materials in the field which were only available 

in the 19 dominant languages in the Philippines being 

identified by the Department of Education as the official 

Mother Tongues. In San Pascual South District, the Grade 1 

teachers have to contend with exposing the learners to the 

available materials only fitted to the dominant language, 

Sinigbuanong Binisaya or Bikol which is linguistically 

different from the learners’ language context in San Pascual 

Binisaya. Hence, this study was conducted to determine the 

level of acceptability as well as the strengths and weaknesses 

of the researcher-made Big Books and Teacher’s Guide 

written in San Pascual Binisaya as instructional materials for 

teaching the Mother Tongue subject. Nine Big Books coupled 

with weekly lessons in the Teacher’s Guide covering the 2nd 

Quarter competencies were qualitatively assessed through a 

small group try out conducted in one Grade 1 class of San 

Pascual South District S/Y 2017-2018 using an open-ended 

questionnaire and Focus Group Discussion (FGD. The 

materials were also subjected to qualitative and quantitative 

assessment of three jurors using evaluation rating sheets. 

Generally, findings revealed that the materials were highly 

acceptable to the participants, exhibiting the potential to 

contribute to the teacher’s effectiveness in the delivery of 

instruction and pupils’ learning of the basic competencies of 

the Mother Tongue subject. 

 
Key words—mother tongue , san pascual binisaya, 

acceptability level, big book, teacher’s guide 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

 
A multitude of studies have proven the 

advantage of using the mother tongue in building the 

foundational skills of the child in their primary years of 

education as it facilitate their learning of other complex 

skills to which they delve on later as they proceed to the 

higher level of education. Learning in mother tongue 

contributes to the child’s social growth, effectively 

develops learning of the second languages, bridges 

communication skills as the child’s form of expression, 

and widens vocabulary and comprehension leading to 

their mastery of reading and writing as well as literary 

appreciation.  
In the Philippine setting, the K to 12 Program of the 

Department of Education has formally adopted 19 
dominant languages of the 185 languages in the records 

 
of the Ethnologue of the Philippines as an official 

component of the Mother Tongue-Based Curriculum for 

Grades 1 to 3. It specifically includes Tagalog, 

Kapampangan, Pangasinense, Iloko, Bikol, Cebuano or 

Sinigbuanong Binisaya, Hiligaynon, Waray, Tausug, 

Maguindanaoan, Maranao, Chabacano, Ybanag ,Ivatan, 

Sambal, Aklanon, Kinaray-a, Yakan and Surigaonon. Its 

implementation was coupled with the provision of 

instructional materials such as teachers’ guides 

containing lesson plans, and the learners’ materials 

particularly designed only for these languages.  
In spite this effort on material production, 

teachers and learners of non-dominant languages which 

are not included in the 19 official languages of the 

curriculum continue to hurdle difficulties and challenges 

in using the existing supply in the field. Although the 

language used is somehow related to the home language 

of the learners, its contents are linguistically different to 

the local context of the learners. As observed, this 

problem is being encountered in the Bicol Region 

particularly in San Pascual, Masbate where Binisaya, a 

language variant of Cebuano is the mother tongue of the 

locality but the only available materials for teaching the 

Mother Tongue subject were crafted using the dominant 

Cebuano and Bicol languages. The use of these materials 

was noted to create confusion and difficulties in 

understanding the lesson because of its limitations and 

incongruities to the learners’ mother tongue, San Pascual 

Binisaya.  
For one, to illustrate this problem, the key 

picture used in Cebuano material to represent letter Bb is 

“baki” or frog symbolizing its initial sound /b/ in teaching 

phonemic awareness has confused the learners in San 

Pascual Binisaya who identified the key picture as “paka” 

for frog representing the initial sound of another letter 

which is Pp. Another confusion was observed in some 

expressions in Bikol such as “Kawat kita” to mean “Let’s 

play” but is interpreted as “Let’s steal” in San Pascual  
Binisaya leading to a negative meaning. The 

inappropriate representation of the learners’ language 
affect their development of the foundational skills for 
beginning reading and comprehension.  

These problems and incongruities in its 

implementation will continue to exist if not addressed. 

Recognizing the aforementioned challenges and being 
cognizant of the approach and means in addressing this 

concern form part of the solution. One is the development 
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of a contextualized and localized material suited to the 

learners’ language and educational setting. As stated in 

the Republic Act 10533 known as the Basic Education 

Act of 2013, Rule II, Section 10.4, that the “Basic 

education shall be delivered in languages understood by 

learners as language plays a strategic role in shaping the 

formative years of learners.” It stated that the curriculum 

shall be flexible enough to enable and allow schools to 

localize, indigenize and enhance in consonance to their 

respective educational contexts. The delivery mode of the 

materials must be made available in the regional or home 

languages of the learners. It must also adhere to the 

curricular policies, be aligned to the competencies of the 

program, and appropriately serve its target users 

(Bercasio, 2015).  
Hence, this study was conducted to develop and 

validate instructional materials in the form of Big Books 

and Teacher’s Guide which are appropriate to the 

language context of the users and adheres to the standards 

of the Department of Education for the Mother Tongue 

subject in Grade 1 using San Pascual Binisaya. 

Specifically, the study sought answers to the following 

questions: (1) What is the acceptability level of the 

weekly lessons in the Teachers’ Guide along Objectives, 

Instructional Activities or Learning Content, Assessment, 

and Usability? (2) What is the acceptability level of the 

Big Books along Suitability of the Choice of Story 

Elements, Content, Suitability of Convention and 

Readability, Technical Aspects (Illustration, Prints, 

Layout and Design, Paper and Binding, and Size and 

Weight), and Usability? (3) What are the strengths and 

weaknesses of the Teacher’s Guide and Big Books as 

perceived by the jurors, teacher-participant, and pupils? 
 

II. FRAMEWORK OF THE STUDY 

 

Fig. 1 illustrates the theoretical constructs to 
which this study is anchored on.  

As illustrated in the figure, this study is 

premised on the Common Underlying Proficiency 

(Cummins, 2000) which posits the advantage of learners 

when they initially mastered their first language because 

it helps them learn their second language with ease; the 

Literacy Development Theory (Holdaway, 1979), which 

promotes the use of Big Books and Shared Reading 

activities to foster literacy development which they 

naturally acquire from the environment that provide 

meaningful experiences; the Situated Cognition Theory 

(Brown, Collins & Duguid, 1988) highlighting the core 

elements that must be considered in instructional 

planning which includes the real learning context, the 

clientele’s culture and the authenticity of the experiences 

embedded in the instruction; and the ADDIE Model 

(Strickland, 2006) showing the phases of material 

development. The salient features of the theories and 

instructional model have significantly provided valuable 

inputs on “what,” “why” and “how “to carry out the 

development of instructional materials intended for the 

Grade 1 learners of the Mother Tongue-Based subject.  
The theoretical underpinnings specified have 

undergirded the conceptual framework which provides 

bearing for this study. Basically, it is guided by 

Strickland’s (2006) instructional model on material 

development which includes the Analysis Phase, Design 

Phase, Development Phase, Implementation Phase and 

the Evaluation Phase (ADDIE) as shown in Fig. 2.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig.1. Theoretical Paradigm Fig. 2. Conceptual Paradigm 
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The Analysis Phase is the initial step in material 

development which points out the actual needs of the 

clienteles. The needs assessment were drawn from the 

firsthand experiences of the Grade 1 teachers taken from 

the following sources of data; teachers’ comments, 

informal interviews, actual observations and reported 

accounts concerning the status and the challenges in the 

implementation of the Mother Tongue in their respective 

classrooms.  
The inputs drawn from the needs assessment 

provided the bases of decisions to be made in the Design 
Phase such as the content and format of the materials. In 
this phase, consultation of the Curriculum Guide was 
needed in order to come up with the competencies to be 

included, which specifically include the 2
nd

 Quarter 

Competencies. The design for Teacher’s Guide also 
involved consultation of the existing Teacher’s Guide 
models in other languages in order to check on the 
components of the instruction and how they were 
presented in the lessons. The same consideration was 
given to the existing Big Books.  

For the lessons in the Teacher’s Guide, the 

design components include the Objectives to define the 

competencies to be covered in the material; the type of 

Activities and Learning Content that would develop the 

competencies identified in the Objectives; the 

Assessment tools and format aligned to the Objectives 

and Activities, and; its Usability as a whole. After 

deciding on the topics to be included in the lessons, 

crafting of the stories that will be used as springboard for 

the lesson was done. For the Big Books, the following 

components were considered on how they will be 

presented; the design components include the Suitability 

of the Choice of Story Elements (characters, setting, plot) 

to the nature of intended users and to its intended 

purpose; the Content that should accurately represent the 

Social, Factual and Conceptual information; the 

Suitability of Convention and Readability featuring the 

language and textual elements of the story; the Technical 

Aspects comprised of Prints, Illustrations, Layout and 

Design, Paper and Binding, and Size and Weight of the 

Big Book, and; its Usability in the delivery of the 

instruction.  
The Development Phase sets the time to 

concretize the plans and decisions made on the design of 

the materials in the form of Teacher’s Guide and Big 

Books. The draft copies of the materials were subjected 

to a formative evaluation through the conduct of Peer 

Assessment in order to improve the weak points in the 

design of the materials. After the initial assessment, the 

results and feedback were incorporated in the revision of 

the materials.  
The revised materials were subjected to the 

Small Group Tryout to assess its relevance and 

workability in the actual Implementation Phase. The 

actual conduct of the lessons utilizing the Big Books in 

Grade 1 class were deemed important in order to capture 

reliable feedback on material’s acceptability based on its 

design components used as measures.  
After the Tryout, the materials were assessed in 

the Evaluation Phase through the feedback of the teacher 
and pupils in the Small Group Tryout. Another phase of 

evaluation involved Jurors’ assessment of the materials in 

the identified acceptability measures. The result of the 

Evaluation Phase served as significant basis for the 
revision of the final output of Teacher’s Guide and Big 

Books. It also reflects the quality of its design 

components.  
The Mother Tongue-Based instructional 

materials in the form of Teacher’s Guide and Big Books 

were developed as a product of all the phases of material 

development. The material outputs provided feedback to 

the Analysis Phase, showing if they were able to respond 

to the needs of the teachers and learners in the delivery of 

the instruction; the Design Phase, if they have the 

sufficient and appropriate design components; the 

Development Phase, if they were properly crafted; 

Implementation Phase, if they worked well in its actual 

use, and; Evaluation Phase, if they are acceptable to the 

users and to the quality standards. 

 

III. RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 

 

This study employed the descriptive -evaluative 

method in assessing the acceptability of the researcher-
made Teacher’s Guide and nine Big Books.  

The participants of this study were significantly 

chosen from a number of groups to serve different 

purposes. For Peer Assessment in the formative 

evaluation of the materials, 12 Grade 1 teachers from the 

different schools of San Pascual South District 

participated in the study to provide feedback on the 

improvement of the draft of Teacher’s Guide and Big 

Books prior to its Small Group Try Out. The participants 

are those who have rendered at least five years in the 

teaching service and are native speakers of San Pascal 

Binisaya to ensure that they could forward relevant 

feedback to the material in the formative evaluation. For 

the Small Group Try Out, one Grade 1 class of Sta. Cruz 

Elementary School participated in the study for the 

Second Quarter, School Year 2017-2018. It involved 32 

pupils and a regular teacher who are native speakers of 

San Pascual Binisaya. For Jurors’ Assessment of the 

materials (summative evaluation), three participants were 

involved in this study. Their feedback and 

recommendations provided valuable input in the final 

revision of the materials.  
There were three researcher-made instruments 

used in this study. The said instruments were developed 

based on the similar relevant constructs collated from the 

related literature and studies. The instruments used were 

the teacher’s Feedback Questionnaire and pupils’ Focus 

Group Discussion Protocol for the Small GroupTry Out 

and jurors’ Evaluation Rating Sheets for the material 

evaluation. Each instrument was designed to extract data 

and responses on the same constructs being assessed but 

were presented in a different manner depending on the 

group of participant who will use the instrument. 

 

The quantitative result used in the Evaluation 

Rating Sheets were treated using descriptive statistics 

specifically, the mean and were interpreted based on 

Larawan’s (2013) tool in her “Acceptability of Teacher-

Made Modules in Production Management” as described 

in the following range for a 5-point scale: 4.15- 5.00, 
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Very Much Acceptable; 3.35-4.14, Much Acceptable; 

2.55 – 3.34, Acceptable; 1.74 – 2.54, Less Acceptable; 

and, 1.00 – 1.74 , Not Acceptable. On the other hand, the 

responses derived from the transcripts of Focus Group 

Discussions of pupils, teacher’s questionnaires and 

jurors’ comments in the ratings sheets were coded based 

on the categories and emerging themes aligned to the 

acceptability measures being assessed and were 

qualitatively analyzed. The data derived from the 

quantitative and qualitative analyses provided the bases 

for the necessary revisions of the final output of 

Teacher’s Guide and Big Books. 
 
 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Acceptability Level of the Teacher’s Guide 

The acceptability of the 9 weekly lessons in the 

Teacher’s Guide was determined along Objectives, 

Activities or Learning Content, Assessment, and its 

Usability. As shown in Table 1, out of the nine Weekly 

Lessons, seven lessons obtained very high acceptability 

which includes Lesson 6 (M=4. 34), Lesson 2 (M = 4.23), 

Lesson 1 (M=4.22), Lesson 4 (M=4.21), Lesson 7 (M=4. 

18), Lessons 8 and 9 (M=4.4.15) while Lesson 5 and 

Lesson 3 obtained the Mean ratings of 4.14 and 4.13 

which are still considered highly acceptable. As a whole, 

the Teacher’s Guide comprised of the nine weekly 

lessons obtained a Grand Mean of 4.19 to which the 

jurors agreed that it manifests an above average standard. 
 
TABLE I. ACCEPTABILITY OF THE WEEKLY LESSONS IN 

THE TEACHER’S GUIDE  

 
 

 

When it comes to the four acceptability 

measures, the Objectives were found to be the strongest 

feature of the Weekly Lessons of the Teacher’s Guide as 

shown in its highest rating of Very Much Acceptable 

followed by the Instructional Activities or Learning 

Content also described as Very Much Acceptable while 

the Assessment and Usability were rated Much 

Acceptable.  
The over-all assessment of the Weekly Lessons 

in the Teacher’s Guide concurred to the study of Espinar 

and Ballado (2016) which revealed the objectives 

possessing the highest quality of the worktext while the 

lesson inputs was at the lowest among all the indicators 

which is considered as a subject of improvement. On the 

other hand, it could be gleaned from the result of this 

study that when it comes to Usability, it deviates that of 

Tagyamon (2016) which discovered that the actual 

materials used in the class by the Mother Tongue teachers 

are of poor quality as it lacks sensitivity to the cultural 

messages containing decontextualized concepts which 

should never be absent in all Mother Tongue materials. 

The results showed that the Weekly Lessons possessed 

cultural relevance as attributed to the local themes and 

contextual information embedded in the instructions. 

 

Acceptability Level of the Teacher’s Guide  
The acceptability level of the nine Big Books 

were also determined along the Suitability of its Choice 

of Story Elements, Content, Convention and Readability, 

Technical Aspects, and its Usability. From the foregoing 

data displayed in Table 2, the quality of the individual 

Big Books as well as its total aspects against each 

criterion indicator was determined. 
 

TABLE II. ACCEPTABILITY OF THE BIGBOOKS  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Legend: 1.00 -1.74 (NA- Not Acceptable); 1.74-2.54 (LA- Less Acceptable); 2.55-3.34(A-Acceptable) 

3.35-4.14 (MA- Much Acceptable; 4.15-5.00 (VMA- Very Much Acceptable) 
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Based on its over-all aspects, seven Big Books 

obtained a Very Much Acceptable quality as follows: “Si 

Gaga ug ang Iyang Usa Ka Gatos nga Gamit” (M=4.51); 

“Ang Humayan” (M=4.50); “Ang Okrahan ni Olga” 

(4.48); “Si Itom, Ang Iro ni Isko” (4.41); “Ang Walo ka 

Walo-walo” (M=4.38); “Ang Bakasyon ni Uganda sa 

Uma” (4.35), and; “Si Tatay Berto Ug ang Iyang Baruto” 

(4.25). These Big Books strongly manifest the criteria 

indicators along the given components.  
The Big Books with a Much Acceptable quality 

are “Ang Regalo Para Kang Rico” (M=4.8), and; “Ang 

Damgo ni Dina” (M=3.91) which are still considered to 

be highly acceptable. The over-all Mean rating of the Big 

Books (M=4.32) showed that all Big Books possess the 

quality standards required for the instructional materials 

to be used in the actual teaching process but may still be 

improved to produce high quality outcome of learning. 

 

The aspect of the Big Books with the highest 

acceptability is its Usability (M=4.73) with a Very Much 

Acceptable quality followed by the Choice of Story 

Elements (M=4.49) with a Very Much Acceptable 

Quality; Content (M=4.24) with a Very Much Acceptable 

quality; Convention and Readability as well as Technical 

Aspects (M=4.07) with a Much Acceptable quality. This 

shows that the Big Books play a big role in the success of 

instructional delivery as they have the potential to carry 

out its purpose.  
However, the comments and suggestions of the 

jurors and participants should be incorporated in the 
necessary revision of the materials as recommended in 

the evaluation of Big Books in Ocbian and Suod (et al., 

2015). 

 

Strengths and Weaknesses of the Teacher’s Guide 

 

Based on the comments noted by the jurors, the 

weekly lessons possessed educational soundness since 
they are completely aligned with the Curriculum 

Standards.  
The Objectives were also perceived as a useful 

measure to predict success. One juror states that “the 

objectives clearly define what the pupils should be able to 

know or do after the lesson.” The sole concern singled 

out the lengthy objectives found most in Day 1 or the 

Story track of the Weekly Lessons  
The jurors agreed that the activities were 

creatively designed with respect to the pedagogical 

aspects of teaching as evident in the variety of activities 

performed by diverse learners. The lessons were found to 

promote holistic development of the learners. The 

examples given were familiar and based on the local 

context of the learners. The weeklong lessons manifest 

“vertical relationship” (Ornstein, 1990). As one juror 

noted that “The lessons are appropriately interwoven 

from Day 1 up to Day 5. A smooth transition of skills 

from day to day are evident in the Story Track, to the 

Grammar and even in Phonics (Primer Track) without 

pulling away from the weekly theme.”  
Based on the reactions and observations of the 

Grade 1 pupils extracted from the Focus Group 
Discussion, they found the lessons to be interactive and 
fun that made them engage in the activities. The activities 

they enjoyed include the storytelling, singing activities 

and group activities. As the teacher reported, “ Palagi 

silang excited sa susunod na kuwento” (They (pupils) are 

always looking forward for the next story to be read in 

the class). They learned the letter sounds, reading of 

syllables and words as well as demonstrating the proper 

strokes of writing the letters. They also like the colorful 

materials presented by the teacher in the lessons.  
Although the activities are meaningful, it was 

suggested to limit only to those which can be attained 

within the time scope of the lesson which is 50 minutes. 

The activities were found to be easy to carry out because 

of the availability of worksheets. However, some 

illustrations in the worksheets although considered 

relevant because of its local themes, lack clarity in terms 

of its print and technical quality as noted by the jurors 

and observed by the teacher when pupils were asking 

questions to clarify the image or picture clues.  
The Teacher’s Guide produced great impact to 

the teacher and the pupils during the Small Group Try 

Out. It was revealed that the Teacher’s Guide positively 

contributed to teacher’s work performance and the 

pupils’ learning progress. According to the teacher, the 

Teacher’s Guide greatly contributed to the success of her 

teaching in Mother Tongue because it made her work 

easy and manageable since all the materials were already 

provided and it spared her from the burden of the lack of 

teaching resources as most of the teachers have 

experienced.  
The ease in lesson planning was also identified 

as one of the benefits of the Teacher’s Guide since it 

already provided the teacher with a week-long plan. The 

lessons were found to be relevant both in the 

implementation of the Curriculum and in the 

development of the target skills of the Grade 1 pupils. 

The interconnectedness of the weekly lessons were also 

found to improve pupils’ learning making it easy for 

them to understand the next skills taught. 

 

Strengths and Weaknesses of the Big Books 

 

The Big Books were found to provide avenue 

for the mastery of skills set for the entire week. The 

participants pointed that all the Story Elements were 

locally and contextually matched to the learners as the 

stories tell about fishing, farm life, pupil’s experiences in 

school, pets, planting, family and friendship, which made 

the lessons meaningful and interestig to the learners.  
In this manner, the Big Books were considered 

helpful in developing the pupil’s communication skills 

since it was observed that the pupils are likely to share 

their own experiences as they relate with the characters in 

the stories read to them.  
It can be drawn from the feedback of the 

participants that the stories have highlighted the 

inculcation of values aligned to the DepEd Core Values 

“Maka-Diyos, Makatao, Makakalikasan at Makabansa.” 

It teaches the appreciation of parents’ sacrifices, faith, 

respect for others, forgiveness, love for pets, care for the 

environment, cooperation, and healthy lifestyle.  
The areas of concern found were focused on the 

stories which were noted to have abrupt turn of events in 
the plot which affects the learners’ emotional engagement 
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in relation to literary appreciation as well as their full 
grasp of the story.  

The jurors observed that the textual elements of 

the Big Books were suitable for the Grade 1 pupils. They 

agreed that the font style used conforms to the standard 

stroke of letter writing for Grade 1. This aspect is salient 

in beginning reading since it may create confusion and 

hamper the learner’s early practice of reading if textual 

elements are misrepresented.  
The Big Books were also considered 

comprehensible based on the simple and familiar 

language used to convey the message of the stories. The 

length of the sentences which displays up to two 

sentences in each page were also considered acceptable 

by the jurors to which one of them said that 2 is the 

maximum number of sentences to be used for each page. 

The font size used were also considered readable for 

Grade 1. The proper mechanics of writing were also 

evident in the textual elements since all words were 

correctly spelled, proper capitalization was applied and 

proper spacing in between words and in between the lines 

of sentences were also followed. Although the lesson did 

not require the pupils to read the story themselves 

because the activities require reading by the teacher, it 

still contributes to their interaction with the text as their 

eyes follow the movement of the reading stick during 

story reading and listening.  
However, there were two stories figured out by 

the jurors as “quiet long,” although they also recognized 

the significance of every single event in the story. They 

worry that it may cause time constraints or losing the 

learners’ interest and attention during story reading. But 

during the Tryout, the teacher commented that the pupils 

have sustained their interest all throughout the story.  
All of the aforesaid elements critically affect the 

learners’ early acquisition of the reading process. Thus, 

any medium or reading material should be appropriate to 
the visual-psychological aspects of the learners.  

For Technical Aspects, strong points were 

aligned to Illustration, Prints, Layout and Design, Paper 

and Binding as well as Size and Weight. For the 

Illustration, majority of the Big Books were found to 

possess colorful, and stimulating illustrations but there 

were some Big Books which needed to be re-illustrated in 

order to show balance and harmony in pictures of 

elements. In general, the Big Books manifest good 

quality of print showing no broken letters, have used the 

standard font style, have observed readable font size and 

proper spacing between letters, words and sentences.For 

the Layout, the positive aspect was given to the proper 

placement of the picture and text, having the picture on 

the left occupying full page and the text on the right page. 

The jurors commented that this is appropriate for 

beginning readers since at this stage, the pupils make 

meaning of the text based from the picture shown, which 

explains why the picture should be presented 

first.However, the jurors pointed that the layout and 

design of the cover lacks appeal since the Big Books 

display simple layout and standard font of the title and 

caption. Hence, the choice of color will be considered in 

its revision.  
The participants agreed that the Big Books are 

usabe and relevant to its primary users, the teacher and 

the pupils. According to the jurors, the Big Books are 

appropriate tools for teaching phonics and beginning 

reading. One juror commented, “The title and content of 

the story through the word elements used stand for the 

letter being focused in the lesson.” In line with this, the 

teacher claimed that the Big Books are usable 

springboard for teaching the macroskills in listening, 

speaking, reading and writing. The teacher revealed that 

“Every week, the pupils get to learn how to sound out 

and write the letter sound and symbol that is why after 

nine weeks, they can already spell many words and some 

can already write phrases and sentences based on the 

given picture” (stimulus).  
The pupils also confirmed that they easily 

learned the letter symbols and letter sounds because they 

could easily associate the symbol to the words found in 

the story based on the weekly theme or the letter focus of 

the week embedded in the story. Another finding figured 

in the Big Books is its “horizontal relationship” value 

having figured its usefulness in other Subject Areas 

which contain relevant concepts for lesson integration. 

One juror suggested the use of the story “Ang Walo Ka 

Walo-Walo” in teaching Math on the Grade 1 

competency on Numbers and Number Sense which is 

identifying or counting numbers 1 to 8. The Story “Ang 

Okrahan ni Olga” was also found to present EPP, Science 

and Health concepts on gardening and plant growth and 

also promotes financial literacy, productivity and proper 

nutrition. The Story “Si Itom, Ang Iro ni Isko” can also 

be used in teaching MAPEH for Grade 1 specifically in 

teaching the color concept “black” for Art and in teaching 

“tumba-lata” for the skills on local games in P.E. The 

jurors pointed that the rest of the stories could also be 

used for teaching values in ESP.  
The jurors also acknowledged that since the Big 

Books are essential components of the Mother Tongue 
subject, the school heads must financially support the 

Grade 1 teachers in the provision of such materials. 

 

V. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 

 

From the foregoing findings, the following 

conclusions were drawn: (1) The Teacher’s Guide is 

perceived to be very useful for the Grade 1 Teachers and 

learners in achieving productive outcomes for the Mother 

Tongue Based subject in San Pascual Binisaya. (2) The 

Big Books designed using the local language of the 

learners featuring the contextual and locally-based stories 

are highly usable and suitable to teaching the Mother 

Tongue competencies hence, they are considered to be a 

valuable component in the delivery of instruction. (3) The 

strengths and weaknesses of the Teacher’s Guide and Big 

Books provide valuable inputs for its necessary 

enhancement and revisions to further improve its quality 

for possible use as Mother Tongue-Based instructional 

materials. 

 

Upon careful analysis of the findings and 
conclusions, the following recommendations are 

forwarded: (1) The Teacher’s Guide and Big Books be 
subjected for the final revision according to the 

suggestions and comments of the participants. (2) Further 
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research and experimental studies for bigger group or 

Field Try Out involving more than 1 school be conducted 

to determine the extent of the materials’ impact and 

effectiveness in the field of instruction. (3) The Big Book 

stories be translated in the national language, Filipino for 

its general use or in other Mother Tongues (Minasbate, 

Bikol-San Pascual) for its potential use as supplementary 

reading materials in other localities. (4) The other 

components of the Teacher’s Guide for the First, Third 

and Fourth Quarter be developed and completed. (5) The 

teachers be encouraged to develop high quality 

instructional materials in other Subject Areas needed in 

their educational context (6) The final copies of the 

Teacher’s Guide and Big Books be submitted to the 

Division Learning Resource Management and 

Development System (LRMDS) for quality assurance 

and to contribute as a learning resource. 
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